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Introduction – Climate change

Temperatures
• Between 1961 and 2006, annual average temperatures 

in the UK rose between 1.0 and 1.7oC.
• It is likely that average temperatures will rise further. 
• Hotter summer temperatures will become more frequent 

and very cold winters will become increasingly rare.

Rainfall
• The amounts and frequency of rain will change. 
• Wetter winters; hotter and drier summers. 
• Increased local flooding and more flash flooding. 
• This will result in increased pressure on water resources.



Introduction – Climate change

Impacts of increased temperatures

2oC increase: in the UK there could be: 
• a 30% decrease in river flows during ‘dry’ periods, 
• a 5-20% increase in river flows during ‘wet’ periods

4oC increase: in the UK impacts become increasingly 
severe and may not be avoidable through adaptation. 
Potentially irreversible impacts to the natural environment 
are projected. 

Data: The Inter-agency Climate Change Forum



Introduction – Climate change

Impacts
• Increased risk of deoxygenation associated with hotter 

summers and lower rainfall. 
• Middle and lower river sections and standing waters are 

thought to be most at risk. 
• Altered water levels that will change local hydrological 

conditions, impacting on 
• habitat suitability and 
• connectivity between habitats.

• Also impacts of catchment-scale land management 
responses such as building hard flood defences.
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Natural channel
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Natural channel
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Over-sized channel



IntroductionNarrowing with faggots and brushwood



Vegetated coir rolls

Image credit: Salix RW Ltd



River Gade narrowing 
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An example of a two-stage channel

Image credit: River Restoration Centre



An example of a two-stage channel
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Over-sized channel
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Two-stage channel
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Two-stage channel



Embankments



Embankments



River Lea, Luton



A two-stage channelRiver Isar, Munich
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A two-stage channelBackwaters



Vegetated coir rolls



Vegetated coir rolls



Vegetated coir rolls



Benefits of barsVegetated coir rolls – March 2015



Benefits of barsVegetated coir rolls – July 2015



A two-stage channel

Image credit: Michael Clyde, NRW

Connectivity and fish passage



A two-stage channel

Image credit: Michael Clyde, NRW

Connectivity and fish passage



An example of a two-stage channelConnectivity and fish passage



A two-stage channel

Image credit: Michael Clyde, NRW

Connectivity and fish passage



A two-stage channelConnectivity and fish passage



Shading by trees – cooling the water

Image © Woodland Trust



Shading by trees – cooling the water

Source: Johnson & Wilby, 2015
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